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Many
incremental changes over the past decade have allowed US manufacturing to
☨࿖ߩㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߪㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߦᄙߊߩ㕙ߢ✭߿߆ߥᄌൻࠍㆀߍޔ
become
progressively more competitive globally. Recently, the cumulative effect of
ᓢߦޘ⇇⊛ߥ┹ജࠍ㜞ߡ߈߹ߒߚ┹ߚߒ߁ߎޕജߩᡷༀ߇Ⓧߺ
this
improvement
in competitiveness has reached a tipping point that may set the
㊀ߨࠄࠇߚ⚿ᨐᦨޔㄭߦߥߞߡ☨ޔㅧᬺߩ㓹↪߇ᄢߦะ߆߁ォ឵ὐ
stage
for a revival in US manufacturing employment. Although much press and
ߦ㆐ߒߚߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇ߹ߔޔߌ߁ࠍࠇߎޕᄙߊߩࡔ࠺ࠖࠕႎ߿ᛩ⾗ኅ
investor
discussion has identified investment opportunities in multinational
ߩ㑆ߢߪㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߩᄙ࿖☋ડᬺߦ㝯ജ⊛ߥᛩ⾗ᯏળ߇ࠆߣߩჿ
manufacturing
giants as a result of this, our view is that the best opportunities lie
߇߇ߞߡ߹ߔ߇ޔᑷ␠ߢߪ߽ᦨޔఝࠇߚᛩ⾗ᯏળߪ☨⚻ᷣߩઁߩಽ
elsewhere
in
the
US economy. A significant revival in manufacturing employment
㊁ߦࠆߣ⠨߃ߡ߹ߔޕㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߦ߅ߌࠆ㓹↪ߩિ߮߇⪺ߒߊ
growth
would be likely to substantially improve the employment and wage outlook for
࿁ᓳߔࠇ߫☨ޔ࿖ߩ㓹↪߿⾓㊄ߩㅢߒ߽ᄢߦᡷༀߔࠆㄟߺߢߔޕ
the
American labour force. That, along with higher manufacturing and industrial
ߘࠇߦട߃☨ޔ࿖ౝߦ߅ߌࠆㅧᬺ߿↥ᬺࠢ࠲ߩᵴേ߇Ⴧ߃ߡࠆ
activity
occurring within the US, would lead to investment opportunities in small and
ߎߣ߆ࠄ☨ޔ࿖ߦᧄࠍ⟎ߊਛዊⷙᮨߩㇱຠࠨࡊࠗࡗޔㆇャળ␠ޔ
mid-size
US-based component suppliers, transportation companies, raw material
ේ᧚ᢱࡔࠞޔၞߩዊᄁᬺ⠪߿㌁ⴕߥߤߦኻߔࠆఝࠇߚᛩ⾗ᯏળ߇
producers,
and regional retailers and banks.
߽ߚࠄߐࠇࠆߢߒࠂ߁ޕ
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In recent months, the popular press has begun carrying stories of a “US
ਥⷐࡔ࠺ࠖࠕߪᦨㄭ☨ޟޔㅧᬺߩ࡞ࡀࠨࡦࠬ㧔ᓳ⥝㧕ߦޠ㑐ߔࠆ⸥ࠍ
Manufacturing Renaissance.” Examples include a New York Times article titled
ឝタߒᆎ߹ߒߚޟߪ⚕࠭ࡓࠗ࠲࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޔ߫߃ޕᄤὼࠟࠬ߇
“Natural Gas Signals a ‘Manufacturing
Renaissance’”1 and an Economist cover with
1 ߣ㗴ߔࠆ⸥ࠍឝタߒߚ߶߆࠻ࠬࡒࡁࠦࠛޔ
ㅧᬺߩ࡞ࡀࠨࡦࠬࠍ␜ໂޠ
the headline “The third industrial revolution.”
ߪᏎ㗡⸥ߣߒߡ╙ޟ3ߩ↥ᬺ㕟ߣޠ㗴ߔࠆ㗴ࠍขࠅߍ߹ߒߚޕ
At The Boston Company Asset Management, LLC, we have been following this topic

ࠩࡏࠬ࠻ࡦࠞࡦࡄ࠾ࠕ࠶࠻ࡑࡀࠫࡔࡦ࠻␠ߪޔડᬺ⚻༡⠪ࠄ
for almost two years, ever since we identified a change in tone in our meetings with
ߣߩળวߢߎ߁ߒߚࡓ࠼ᄌൻࠍኤ⍮ߒߡએ᧪ޔ2ᐕㄭߊߦᷰࠅߎߩ࠻
industrial management teams. After years of sending manufacturing capacity abroad,
ࡇ࠶ࠢߦߟߡ⺞ᩏߒߡ߈߹ߒߚޕડᬺߪߎࠇ߹ߢ㐳ᐕߦᷰࠅ↢↥ὐࠍ
the managers were beginning to question the assumptions underlying that decision.
ᶏᄖߦ⒖ォߒߡ߈߹ߒߚ߇್ߚߒ߁ߘޔߡ߈ߦߎߎޔᢿߩᩮᐩߦߞߚ⠨
Despite substantial excess capacity in the US, some began considering expanding
߃ߦ⇼ࠍᜬߜᆎ߹ߒߚ☨ޕ࿖ߪߥ߅⤘ᄢߥㆊ↢↥⢻ജࠍᛴ߃ߡ
their American manufacturing footprint for the first time in many years.
߹ߔ߇৻ޔㇱߩડᬺߪᐕᝄࠅ߆ߢ☨࿖ߢߩ↢↥⢻ജߩჇᒝࠍᬌ⸛ߒᆎ
Despite all the latest talk of a US manufacturing renaissance, we believe its potential
߹ߒߚޕ
impact on US investment opportunities remains misunderstood. Our perspective is
that if the US is indeed a more competitive manufacturing location than it has been in
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☨࿖ߩᛩ⾗ᯏળߦਈ߃ࠆᓇ㗀ߦߟߡߪଐὼߣߒߡ⺋⸃ߐࠇߡࠆࠃ߁ߢ
ߔޕᑷ␠ߩᣇߢߪޔㆊ10ᐕߦᲧߴ☨࿖ߩㅧᬺὐߣߒߡߩ┹ജ߇
㜞߹ࠅ↥↢ޔ⢻ജ߿ㅧᬺߩ㓹↪߇ᄢߔࠆߣߔࠇ߫☨ߪࠇߘޔ࿖ߩ⾓㊄
a
decade, manufacturing capacity will be added and manufacturing jobs will be
ߩિ߮ࠍߒߍࠆⷐ࿃ߣߪࠆߪߕߢߔޕ
created, which should drive US economic wage growth.

ߘߩ⚿ᨐޔᛩ⾗ᯏળߪ☨࿖ߦὶὐࠍᒰߡߚਛዊⷙᮨߩࠨࡊࠗࡗ߿ޔ㌁
As
a result, investment opportunities will be found across the breadth of the US
ⴕ߿ዊᄁࠅᬺ⠪ߣߞߚઁߩࠢ࠲ߥߤ⚻☨ޔᷣߩᐢಽ㊁ߦᐢ߇ࠆ
economy in the small and mid-size US-focused industrial suppliers and in other
ㄟߺߢߔ৻ޕㇱߩᛩ⾗ኅߪ☨ޔ࿖ߩᄢⷙᮨߥࡔࠞ߇ᄢ߈ߥᕲᕺࠍฃ
sectors of the economy, such as banks and retail. Some investors suggest that large
ߌࠆߣߺߡ߹ߔ߇࡞ࡃࡠࠣߚߒ߁ߘޔડᬺߩᄙߊߪ☨ޔㅧᬺࠢ
US-based manufacturing companies will reap significant benefits, but many such
࠲ߩஜోᕈߣߪߘࠇ߶ߤኒធߥߟߥ߇ࠅ߇ࠅ߹ߖࠎᤨޕଔ✚㗵ࡌࠬ
global firms are not tightly tied to the health of the American manufacturing economy.
ߢ3␠ߩ☨ㅧᬺડᬺߢߪޔᄁ㜞ߦභࠆ☨࿖ߩഀวߪᐔဋࠊߕ߆
Domestic sales at the top three US manufacturers by market capitalisation, represent
44%ߢߦ↥⾗ޔභࠆ☨࿖ߩഀว߽ᄁ㜞ߦභࠆഀวࠃࠅࠊߕ߆ߦ㜞ߊ
on average only 44% of2revenue and their asset footprints are only slightly more tilted
ߥߞߡࠆ⒟ᐲߢߔ ޕ
towards the US than their revenue.2
☨ㅧᬺߩ㓹↪ᷫዋ
The Decline of US manufacturing employment
☨࿖ߪㆊ40ᐕ㑆ߢޔ⇇ోߩㅧᬺ↢↥㜞ߦභࠆࠪࠚࠕࠍᄢߦᄬ
Over the past four decades, America has lost substantial market share of global
߹ߒߚޕ1970ᐕએ㒠ޔ⇇ߩㅧᬺ↢↥㜞ߦභࠆ☨࿖ߩࠪࠚࠕߪ26%
manufacturing
output. Since 1970, American share of global manufacturing output has
߆ࠄ20%ߦૐਅߒ߹ߒߚߦࠇߘޕኻߒޔਛ࿖ߩࠪࠚࠕߪหߓᦼ㑆ߦࠊߕ߆
declined
to 20% from 26%. Meanwhile, China’s share has risen to 19% from just 1%
1%߆ࠄ19%ߦߒ߹ߒߚࠍࠕࠚࠪޕᅓߞߚ⋧ᚻߪ☨ޔ࿖߆ࠄ6ࡐࠗࡦ
during
the same period, gaining six points from the US, seven from Germany, four
࠻ࠄ߆࠷ࠗ࠼ޔ7ࡐࠗࡦ࠻⧷ޔ࿖߆ࠄ4ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ޔࠬࡦࡈޔࠕ࠲ࠗޔᣣ
from the UK and two each from Italy, France and Japan. (See Chart 1.)
ᧄ߆ࠄ2ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߣߥߞߡ߹ߔ㧔ࠣࡈ1ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
CHART 1: US AND CHINA SHARE GLOBAL MANUFACTURING OUTPUT
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Source: UN Statistics Division, TBCAM

1970ᐕ߆ࠄ1990ᐕ߹ߢߪ☨ޔ࿖ߩㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߪᕆᄢߔࠆࠨࡆࠬ
Between 1970 and 1990, American manufacturing employment did not decline, but
ࠢ࠲ߦ㓹↪ߩࠪࠚࠕࠍᅓࠊࠇߚ߽ߩߩޔ㓹↪⥄ߪᷫዋߒ߹ߖࠎߢ
rather lost share to the rapidly growing services jobs. The number of manufacturing
ߒߚޕ1965ᐕ߆ࠄ1998ᐕ߹ߢߪㅧᬺߩ㓹↪⠪ᢙ߇⚂1,700ਁੱߢផ⒖
jobs was around 17 million between 1965 and 1998, but in percentage terms, this
ߒ߹ߒߚ߇☨ޔ࿖ߩ㓹↪ోߦභࠆᲧ₸ߪ20%߆ࠄ13%ߦૐਅߒ߹ߒ
represented a decline from 20% to 13% of the total US employment figure.
ߚߩߘޕᓟޔ1998ᐕ߆ࠄ2010ᐕ߹ߢߪㅧᬺߩ㓹↪߇ᕆㅦߦᷫዋߒޔ
Between 1998 and 2010, manufacturing employment began a rapid decline with six
600ਁੱಽߩ㓹↪߇ᄬࠊࠇ߹ߒߚޕߩഭജੱญߢࠆ1ం4,200ਁੱ
million of American manufacturing jobs disappearing. In today’s labour force base of
3ߚߒ߁ߘޔ㓹↪༚ᄬ߇ߥ߆ߞߚߣߒߚࠄᄬᬺ₸ߪ4%
ࠍࡌࠬߦ⠨߃ࠇ߫
142 million people,3 those jobs would reduce the unemployment rate by 4 percentage
ࡐࠗࡦ࠻ߒਅߍࠄࠇߡߚ⸘▚ߦߥࠅ߹ߔ㧔ࠣࡈ2ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
points. (See Chart 2.)
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CHART 2: US MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT, 1965-2012

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, TBCAM

㗴ߪ☨ޔ࿖ߩㅧᬺߢߪߥߗߘࠇ߶ߤᕆㅦߦ㓹↪߇ᄬࠊࠇߚ߆ߣ߁ߎ
The question to ask is why did US manufacturing jobs disappear so quickly? Much ink
ߣߢߔߩߘޕේ࿃ࠍ⓭߈ᱛࠆߚᄙߊߩಽᨆ߇ⴕࠊࠇ߹ߒߚ߇ࠎߣ߶ޔ
has been spilled trying to identify a single source, with most arguments centred on
ߤߩ⼏⺰ߪ↢↥ࠍᶏᄖߦ⒖ォߔࠆࠝࡈ࡚ࠪࠕࡦࠣߣ↢↥ᕈߩᡷༀߦ㓸߹
offshoring and productivity improvements. At that time, when management teams
ࠅ߹ߒߚ⚻ޕ༡㒯߇↢↥ὐߩ⒖ォవࠍቯߔࠆ㓙ߦᦨ߽㊀ⷞߒߚ㗄
were deciding where to locate their production, they most frequently concluded that to
ߪߊߒ⪺ޔૐഭࠦࠬ࠻ޔὑᦧ⋧႐ߩቯޔේ᧚ᢱଔᩰ߇ਅ⪭ߔࠆน⢻
send production abroad due to far lower labour costs, stable currencies, potentially
ᕈࡦࠚ࠴ࠗࡊࠨޔ᭴▽ߩኈᤃߐޔᴦࠬࠢߩૐߐߥߤߢߒߚޕ
lower raw material prices, ease of supply-chain implementation and low political risk.
4
ࡑ࠶ࠠࡦ߇ᦨㄭ⊒ߒߚࡐ࠻
job losses occurred due to increased
A recent McKinsey report 4 concluded that moreߪ↥↢߽ࠅࠃࠣࡦࠕ࡚ࠪࡈࠝޔ
ᕈߩะ߇㓹↪༚ᄬߩᄢ߈ߥේ࿃ߦߥߞߚߣ⚿⺰ઃߌߡ߹ߔ߇ߪߣޔ
productivity rather than offshoring, but nevertheless estimated that if the US trade
߃ޔㅧᬺߩ⾏ᤃᡰᡷༀߦࠃߞߡ☨࿖ߩ⾏ᤃ⿒ሼ߇⸃ᶖߐࠇߡࠇ
deficit were closed by improving the manufacturing trade balance, 2.2 million direct
4ޕ
߫ޔ220ਁੱಽߩ⋥ធ㓹↪߇ഃߐࠇߡߚߛࠈ߁ߣផቯߒߡ߹ߔ
jobs would be created.4 However, these factors are hard to separate because
ߒ߆ߒߥ߇ࠄ↥↢ޔᕈߩᡷༀࠍᱜ⏕ߦ᷹ቯߒࠍࠄࠇߘޔᛛⴚㅴᱠߦࠃࠆ
accurately quantifying productivity improvements and separating them from
↢↥ᕈߩᡷༀߣߔࠆߎߣߪᭂߡ㔍ߒߚⷐߩࠄࠇߎޔ࿃ࠍಽߌ
technological advancements are very difficult.
ߡ⠨߃ࠆߎߣߪ࿎㔍ߢߔޕ
The
implications of the hollowing out of US manufacturing employment spread far
☨࿖ߩㅧᬺߦ߅ߌࠆ㓹↪༚ᄬߩᓇ㗀ߪޔㅧᬺએᄖߩࠢ࠲ߦ߽ᐢ
beyond
the manufacturing sector. It created an excess supply of labour that has
߇ߞߡ߹ߔߪࠇߘޕㆊߥഭജࠍ↢ߺߒ⾓ޔ㊄ࠍߒਅߍࠆജ
suppressed
wages, as evidenced by the 7% decline in the median US real wages
ߣߥߞߚߚޔታ㓙ޔ2000ᐕ߆ࠄ2010ᐕ߹ߢߦ☨ޔ࿖ߩታ⾰⾓㊄ߪਛ㑆
this was economically and politically for the
between
2000
and 2010.5 Painful5as
୯ࡌࠬߢ7%ਅ⪭ߒ߹ߒߚ
☨ߪࠇߘޕ࿖ߦߣߞߡ⚻ᷣ⊛ߦ߽ᴦ⊛ߦ
country,
the
decline
in
real
wages
may
be one way in which the uncompetitive US
߽∩ߺࠍ߽ߚࠄߔ߽ߩߢߔ߇৻ߩߘޔᣇߢޔታ⾰⾓㊄ߩૐਅߪ┹ജࠍ
manufacturing
sector of the early 2000s healed itself.
ᄬߞߚ☨࿖ߩㅧᬺ߇2000ᐕೋߦ┙ߜ⋥ࠆⷐ࿃ߦ߽ߥࠅ߹ߒߚޕ

Why things may be different now
ߪߥߗ⁁ᴫ߇ᄌൻߒߚߩ߆
Quite
a few factors that caused the rapid loss of US manufacturing jobs appear to be
☨࿖ߩㅧᬺߩᕆㅦߥ㓹↪༚ᄬࠍߚⷐ࿃ߩ߁ߜߩᄙߊ߇ߡ߈ߦߎߎޔ
on
the mend. None of these shifts is seismic on its own, but taken together, they are
ୃᱜߐࠇߟߟࠆࠃ߁ߢߔޕฦᄌൻߪߤࠇ߽ੜ⚦ߥ߽ߩߢߔ߇ߡోޔวࠊ
ߐࠆߣ⚻༡⠪ߩࡓ࠼ᄌൻࠍଦߔᄢ߈ߥജߣߥࠅ☨ޔㅧᬺߩ㓹↪࿁ᓳࠍ
driving
the change in tone we have heard from management teams and may herald
␜ໂߔࠆళߒߣߥࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
the
beginning of an improvement in US manufacturing employment.

1. The
dollar has weakened.
1.
࠼࡞⋧႐ߩエൻ
࠼࡞⋧႐ߩਅ⪭ߪઁޔ࿖ߣᲧߴߚ☨࿖ߩ⋧ኻ⊛ߥ⾓㊄߿ᛩࠦࠬ࠻ࠍߒ
The decline of the US dollar has reduced the relative cost of US wages and inputs in
ਅߍ߹ߒߚޕ2000ᐕ12એ㒠⋧࡞࠼ޔ႐ߩട㊀ᐔဋᜰᢙߪ30%ਅ⪭ߒ߹ߒ
comparison with other locations. The US trade-weighted dollar index has fallen 30%
ߚޕ2000ᐕߩࡇࠢߦᲧߴࠇ߫ኻ࡙ࡠߢ36%ਅ⪭ߒߚ߶߆ޔਛ࿖ߩੱ᳃
since December 2000. The dollar has declined by 36% since its 2000s peak against
రߦኻߒߡߪ2005ᐕߦੱ᳃ర߇▤ℂᄌേ⋧႐ߦ⒖ⴕߒߡએ᧪ޔ24%ਅ⪭
the euro and 24% against the Chinese renminbi since the RMB began fluctuating in
ߒ߹ߒߚ☨ߪࠇߎޕ࿖ߦߣߞߡઁ࿖ߣߩ⋧ኻ⊛ߥഭࠦࠬ࠻ࠍߒਅߍޔ
2005. This is an important driver of the decline in US labour costs relative to other
⇇Ꮢ႐ߦ߅ߌࠆ☨࿖ߩャ┹ജࠍ㜞ࠆ㊀ⷐߥផㅴജߣߥߞߡ߹ߔ
countries and also makes US exports more globally competitive. (See Chart 3.)
㧔ࠣࡈ3ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
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CHART 3: US DOLLAR DECLINE, 1998-2012
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Source: Capital Markets Outlook Group, Bloomberg. TBCAM

2. ☨࿖ߣਥⷐ↢↥࿖ߣߩ⾓㊄ᩰᏅ߇❗ዊ

2. Wage differentials have narrowed between US and key manufacturing
economies.
ડᬺ߇↢↥ὐߩ┙ࠍࠆ㓙⾓ޔ㊄ߪ㊀ⷐߥⷐ࿃ߣߥࠅ߹ߔޕᄙߊߩ

Ꮏᬺຠߦߣߞߡޔᄁේଔߦභࠆഭࠦࠬ࠻ߩഀวߪ10%⒟ᐲߦㆊ߉
Wages are an important factor for companies when deciding where to locate
߹ߖࠎ߇⾓ޔ㊄ߪኈᤃߦᢙ୯ൻߢ߈ࠆߚ↪⾌ޔଢ⋉ಽᨆࠍⴕ߁ߢㆊᐲ
production. Although labour cost as a percentage of cost of goods sold for many
ߦ㊀ⷞߐࠇࠆะ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
manufactured goods is as low as 10%, wages receive a disproportionate amount of
attention in any cost-benefit analysis because they can be so easily quantified.

ࡏࠬ࠻ࡦࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠹ࠖࡦࠣࠣ࡞ࡊ㧔BCG㧕ߦࠃࠆߣޔ2000ᐕߩᤨ
According to Boston Consulting Group (BCG), in 2000 Chinese wages were 3% of
ὐߢߪਛ࿖ߩ⾓㊄ߪ☨࿖ߩ3%ߦㆊ߉߹ߖࠎߢߒߚޕഭ㓸⚂ᐲߩ㜞
American levels. Companies that produced high-labour-content goods were simply
ຠࠍ↢↥ߔࠆડᬺߪޔਛ࿖ߢ↢↥ߔࠇ߫⾓㊄ߩૐߐߛߌߢ⋉ࠍᓧࠆߎߣ
able to arbitrage lower wage rates in China. This has been most visible in apparel,
߇ߢ߈߹ߒߚߩߘޕะߪ࠻ࠬࠦޔ᭴ㅧߦභࠆ⾓㊄ߩᲧ₸߇․ߦ㜞ߊޔ
where labour represents a particularly high proportion of the cost structure and
ャㅍࠦࠬ࠻߇ᢱຠߢᦨ߽㗼⪺ߦࠄࠇ߹ߒߚޕ⇇ߩᢱຠャߦ
shipping is inexpensive: China’s share of global apparel exports leapt from 17% in
භࠆਛ࿖ߩࠪࠚࠕߪ2000ᐕߩ17%߆ࠄޔ2009ᐕߦߪ32%ߦߒ߹ߒ
2000 to 32% in 2009.6 In the past decade, as US real wages have fallen in real terms
ߚ6ޕㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߪ☨࿖ߩታ⾰⾓㊄߇ૐਅߒ↥↢ޔᕈߩિ߽߮㊰ൻߒߚ৻
and lagged productivity growth, Chinese wages have risen six-fold, substantially 7
ᣇޔਛ࿖ߩ⾓㊄ߪ6ߦߒ↥↢ޔᕈߩિ߮ࠍᄢߦ࿁ࠅ߹ߒߚ
ޕ
exceeding productivity growth.7 As a result, BCG estimates that for a typical auto
BCGߩផቯߦࠃࠆߣ⥄ߥ⊛ဳౖޔേゞㇱຠߩ႐วޔ2000ᐕߦߪ☨࿖ߩഭ
component, US labour content was 2.85 times more expensive than Chinese in 2000,
ࠦࠬ࠻߇ਛ࿖ߩ2.85ߦ㆐ߒߡߚߩߦኻߒߩߘޔᲧ₸ߪ2015ᐕ߹ߢߦ
but by 2015, it will be only 1.65 times as expensive. Therefore the labour cost savings
1.65ߦૐਅߔࠆߣ੍ᗐߐࠇ߹ߔ⚿ߩߘޕᨐ☨ޔਛߩ⾓㊄ᩰᏅߦࠃࠆഭ
narrows from 65% to 39%. (See Chart 4.)
ࠦࠬ࠻ߩ▵ᷫ₸ߪ65%߆ࠄ39%ߦૐਅߔࠆㄟߺߢߔ㧔ࠣࡈ4ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
CHART 4: BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP’S CHINA COST DIFFERENTIAL
ANALYSIS: ECONOMIES WILL DRIVE REINVESTMENT IN THE US

Source: Economist Intelligence Unite; Bureau of Labor Statistics; BCG analysis. 1 Average productivity differences between the
US and China’s Yangtze River Delta Productivity in the Yangtze River Delta region is assumed to grow at CAGR of 7 ~ percent
over a 2000 baseline, slightly slower than overall Chinese manufacturing productivity (~8.5%) as other regions adopt more
advanced manufacturing practices.
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☨࿖ߩㅧᬺ߇ᕆㅦߦ㓹↪ࠍᶏᄖߦ⒖ォߒߚߩߪޔഭࠦࠬ࠻ࠍᎼࠆਛ
Competition with Chinese labour is a factor in how rapidly American manufacturing
࿖ߣߩ┹߇߭ߣߟߩⷐ࿃ߢߔࠇߘޕએߦ⋥ធ⊛ߥ㓹↪ഃߦߟߥ߇
jobs are outsourced. More relevant to the potential for direct job creation is the
ࠆน⢻ᕈߩࠆⷐ࿃ߪ☨ޔ࿖ߣ᰷Ꮊߩ⾓㊄ᩰᏅߢߔ࡞࠼ޕᑪߡ឵▚ߒߚ
differential between American and European wage levels. German dollar࠼ࠗ࠷ߩ⾓㊄ߪㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߦ⪺ߒߊߒ☨ޔ࿖ߩ⋧ኻ⊛ߥ┹ജࠍ
denominated wages have increased significantly in the past decade, driving an
ߒߍ߹ߒߚޔߪߣߎߩߘޕ᰷Ꮊડᬺ߇☨Ꮢ႐ะߌߩᎿᬺຠࠍ↢↥ߔ
improvement in relative US competitiveness. We believe this may explain why many
ࠆߚ☨ޔ࿖ධㇱߦᄙߊߩᣂᎿ႐ࠍᑪ⸳ߔࠆ⸘↹ࠍ⊒ߔࠆℂ↱ߣߥߞ
of the new plants announced in the American South are being built by European
ߡࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇ߹ߔ㧔ࠣࡈ5ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
companies seeking to manufacture goods destined for the US market. (See Chart 5.)

CHART 5: US HOURLY MANUFACTURING COMPENSATION:
PREMIUM TO OECD AVERAGE, 2000-2010
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Source: ISI Group, Bureau of Labor Statistics, TBCAM

Ꮏᬺຠߩഭ㓸⚂ᐲࠍᏀฝߔࠆ㊀ⷐߥⷐ࿃ߪࠝ࠻ࡔ࡚ࠪࡦߢߔޕᎿ
႐ߩࠝ࠻ࡔ࡚ࠪࡦߪㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߦ⪺ߒߊㅴዷߒ߹ߒߚ߇ޔᒰೋߪ㓹↪
Automation is an important determinant of the labour content of manufactured goods.
߇‶†ߦߥࠅ߹ߒߚ☨ߪࠇߘޕ࿖ߩࠬ࠻ࡌ࡞࠻㧔ᢳ㓁ൻߒߚ㋕㍑↥ᬺ
Plant automation has developed greatly in the past decade. This initially cost jobs, as
ၞ㧕ߢࠃߊ⡞߆ࠇࠆߦ↸ޟޔᣂߒߊߢ߈ߚᎿ႐ߦߪ1ੱߩ↵ߣ1ߩ›ߒ߆
is apparent in a joke that is frequently told in the Rust Belt: “Did you hear that the new
ߥࠎߛߞߡ?ߦ›ߪ↵ޓ㙄ࠍ߿ࠆߩ߇ߢߩ›ޔߪ↵ࠍᯏ᪾ߦㄭ
plant in town is being run by one man and a dog? The man feeds the dog, and the
ነࠄߖߥߎߣߥࠎߛߞߡߐޠ8 ߣߞߚ࡚ࠫࠢߦࠃߊࠊߐࠇߡ߹
dog keeps the man away from the machines.”8 However, by having reduced the
ߔ৻ޔࠄ߇ߥߒ߆ߒޕㇱߩຠߢߪߥ⊛⥸ోߡߞࠃߦࡦ࡚ࠪࡔ࠻ࠝޔ
overall labour content in some goods, automation may bring incremental job growth to
ഭࠦࠬ࠻߇ૐਅߒߚ⚿ᨐޔჇ↥ࠍㅢߓߡ☨࿖ߩ㓹↪߇ᓢߦޘᄢߔࠆน
the US by allowing for more goods to be made here.
⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
3. ☨࿖ߢߪᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰ߇⇇ోߦᲧߴᄢߦૐਅ
Natural gas prices have declined in America relative to global price levels.
3.
The recent drop in US natural gas prices from US$13 per million British thermal units

ᦨㄭߪᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰ߇ਅ⪭ߒߡ߹ߔޕ2008ᐕߩ100ਁBTU㧔⧷࿖ᾲ㊂න
(MMBtus) in 2008 (and also 2005) to approximately US$2/MMBtu today is a truly
㧕ᒰߚࠅ13࠼࡞㧔2005ᐕ߽หߓ㧕߆ࠄߪ2࠼࡞೨ᓟߦਅ⪭ߒߡࠆߎ
significant change. Recent technological improvements allowing for more, inexpensive
ߣߪޔታߦᄢ߈ߥᄌൻߢߔᦨޕㄭߩᛛⴚㅴᱠߦࠃࠅ☨ޔ࿖ߢߪᄤὼࠟࠬ߿ᄤ
production of natural gas and natural gas liquids (NGLs) in the US have led to a
ὼࠟࠬᶧ㧔NGL㧕ࠍૐࠦࠬ࠻ߢჇ↥ߔࠆߎߣ߇น⢻ߦߥࠅޔㅧᬺࠢ࠲
reduction in input prices for many manufacturing activities in America that has not
ߩᄙߊߩડᬺߦߣߞߡᛩࠦࠬ࠻߇ૐਅߒ߹ߒߚߩઁߪࠇߎޕ࿖ࠄߪߢޘ
occurred in other markets.
ࠇߥ⽎ߢߔޕ
The decline in US natural gas costs has broad implications, all of which lower
manufacturing costs in the US:

☨࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆᄤὼࠟࠬߩࠦࠬ࠻ૐਅߪᄙᣇ㕙ߦᓇ㗀ࠍ߷ߒ߹ߔ߇ߪࠇߘޔ
ߕࠇ߽ㅧᬺߩࠦࠬ࠻ࠍߒਅߍࠆⷐ࿃ߣߥࠅ߹ߔޕ
x Natural gas and associated NGLs are used as inputs in many energy-based
industries such as petrochemicals, steel and fertilizers. These companies are
ᄤὼࠟࠬ߿ߘࠇߦઃ㓐ߔࠆNGLsߪޔ⍹ᴤൻቇޔ㋕㍑ޔ⢈ᢱߥߤࠛࡀ࡞
more globally competitive due to increased natural gas production and lower
ࠡࠍᶖ⾌ߔࠆᄙߊߩ↥ᬺߦߣߞߡޔᄢ߈ߥᛩࠦࠬ࠻ߣߥࠅ߹ߔ☨ޕ࿖ߦ
prices in the US.
߅ߌࠆᄤὼࠟࠬߩჇ↥߿ଔᩰਅ⪭ߩ⚿ᨐߩࠄࠇߘޔડᬺߩ⇇⊛ߥ┹ജ߇
㜞߹ߞߡ߹ߔޕ
x Natural gas is used to generate electricity, which is a significant manufacturing
input cost.

ᄤὼࠟࠬߪޔㅧᬺߦߣߞߡᄢ߈ߥᛩࠦࠬ࠻ߣߥࠆ㔚ജߩ↢↥ߦ↪ࠄ
x Natural gas is already used as a transportation fuel for refuse trucks, and its use
ࠇߡ߹ߔޕ
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ᄤὼࠟࠬߪߔߢߦࠧࡒ㓸ゞߩΆᢱߣߒߡ↪ࠄࠇߡࠆ߶߆ޔᄢⷙᮨ
ߥ࠻࠶ࠢャㅍߦ߅ߌࠆᄤὼࠟࠬߩ↪߇ᕆㅦߦᄢߒߡ߹ߔޕᄤὼࠟ
for large-scale trucking is rapidly developing. The potential to displace high-priced
ࠬ߇ଔᩰߩ㜞ࠟ࠰ࡦߦઍࠊߞߡャㅍΆᢱߣߒߡ↪ࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦߥࠇ
oil as a transportation fuel has many positive implications for the US consumer and
߫☨ޔ࿖ߩᶖ⾌ᄢ߿⾏ᤃ⿒ሼ❗ዊߦะߌޔᄙߊߩᕲᕺࠍ߽ߚࠄߔน⢻ᕈ
US trade deficit. (See Chart 6).
߇ࠅ߹ߔ㧔ࠣࡈ6ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
CHART 6: GLOBAL AND US NATURAL GAS PRICES AND THE SPREAD
BETWEEN THEM
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Source: Bloomberg, TBCAM. Global prices estimated via Europe/Japan average.

4. ⇇ߩࠨࡊࠗ࠴ࠚࡦߪേ߈߇㊰ࠅ߽࠻ࠬࠦޔ
4. Global supply chains have become slower and more expensive.

Άᢱଔᩰߩߦࠃࠅోޔ⇇ߦຠࠍ⩄ߔࠆࠦࠬ࠻߇ߒߍࠄࠇߡ
The cost of shipping goods around the world has become more expensive due to
߹ߔޕ10ᐕ೨ߪޔේ᧚ᢱ߿ຠࠍో⇇ߦャㅍߔࠆ⦁⥾ߦ↪ࠄࠇࠆࡃ
higher fuel prices. A decade ago, the price of bunker fuel used to power ships that
ࡦࠞΆᢱߩଔᩰߪߩ15%⒟ᐲߢࠇߘޔએ೨ߩ10ᐕ㑆ߪᮮ߫ߢផ⒖
transport raw materials and finished goods worldwide was approximately 15% of its
ߒߡ߹ߒߚޕ
current level and had been flat for the previous decade.

᷼ḧߦ߅ߌࠆᬺߩㆃࠇޔΆᢱࠦࠬ࠻ࠍᦨዊ㒢ߦᛥ߃ࠆߚߩࠦࡦ࠹࠽⦁
Transport times have also lengthened due to port delays, container lines’
ߩㅦᐲᛥޔⓍߺ㒠ࠈߒᬺߦᤨ㑆߇߆߆ࠆᄢဳ⦁⥾ߩ↪ߥߤߦࠃࠅޔ
implementation of slower speeds to minimise fuel costs, and the use of larger ships
ャㅍߦⷐߔࠆᤨ㑆߽㐳ߊߥߞߡ߹ߔޕャㅍᤨ㑆߇㐳ᦼൻߔࠇ߫ޔಽߥ
that take longer to load and unload. Longer transport times further increase costs by
ᐶ߇ᔅⷐߦߥࠆ߶߆ޔㄦㅦߦຠࠍᏒ႐ߦዯߌࠆߚ⥶ⓨᯏߩ↪ߥߤ
requiring excess stocks to be held or airfreight to be employed to rush goods to
ࠍᒝࠄࠇࠆߚ࠻ࠬࠦࠆߥࠄߐޔࠍߊߎߣߦߥࠅ߹ߔ㧔ࠣࡈ7
market. (See Chart 7.)
ෳᾖ㧕ޕ
CHART 7: BUNKER FUEL PRICES, 1990-2012
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5. ᭽߇ࠖ࠹ࠖ࠹ࡏߥޘ㗼ൻߒޔᄢ߈ߥ ᔨ᧚ᢱߦ
5. Various forms of volatility have become more apparent and thus a larger
ㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߪΆᢱଔᩰ߆ࠄ㊄ⲢᏒ႐ߦ⥋ࠆ߹ߢޔ᭽ߥޘಽ㊁ߢࡏ࠹ࠖ
concern.
࠹ࠖ߇ᵈ⋡ࠍ㓸߹ߒߚ⚿ߩߘޕᨐ⚻ޔ༡㒯ߪ⾓㊄ޔὑᦧ⋧႐ޔャㅍࠦࠬ࠻
߮ᤨ㑆ߥߤߩⷐ࿃߇੍᷹น⢻ߢࠅ⛯ߌࠆߣ߁⠨߃ࠍⓍᭂ⊛ߦฃߌࠇ
From fuel prices to financial markets, volatility has been the story of the past decade.
ࠃ߁ߣߪߒߥߊߥߞߡ߹ߔᦨޕㄭߪ⚻ޔ༡㒯ߪᶏᄖ߳ߩ↢↥⒖ォߪࠬࠢ
This has made management teams much less willing to believe that factors such as
ߢࠆߣ⠨߃ࠆࠃ߁ߦߥࠅ߹ߒߚ৻ޔߪߡߒߣߩࠢࠬߚߒ߁ߘޕㇱߩ࿖
wages, currency, and transportation costs and time will remain predictable. Recent
ߦࠃࠆ࿖ൻߩേ߈㧔߃߫ᦨߪࡦ࠴ࡦ࡞ࠕޔㄭޔ࿖ౝᦨᄢߩ⍹ᴤળ␠ࠍ
years have shown management teams the risks they take when moving production
࿖ൻߔࠆߣ⊒㧕ޔਛ࿖ߩᣇᐭߦࠃࠆㅧᬺߩ↪ធޔ᭽ߥޘ⍮⊛
abroad. Examples include nationalisation (such as Argentina’s recent vote to take
ᚲᮭ⋑↪㗴ߩᐢ߇ࠅ㧔න⚐ߥனㅧຠㅧ߿ޔήᢿߢຠࠍ↢↥ߒߡᶏᄖ
over the country’s largest oil company); local Chinese governments declaring eminent
ߢ⽼ᄁߔࠆⴕὑ㧕ߥߤ߇ߍࠄࠇ߹ߔޕ

domain over manufacturing sites; and proliferation of various types of intellectual
property theft, from simple fakes to unauthorised production that is then sold
ਛ࿖ߦ㑐ߒߡડᬺ⚻༡⠪ࠄ߆ࠄ⡞ߚߢߪޔ10ᐕ߆ࠄ15ᐕ೨ߪᶏᄖડᬺ߇
internationally.

ਛ࿖ߩᚑ㐳ᚢ⇛ࠍ‧ᒁߔࠆ㊀ⷐߥሽߣߒߡᛒࠊࠇߡߚߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄߕޔ
Regarding China specifically, companies to which we speak have expressed the
ᦨㄭߪਛ࿖ᐭߩὶὐ߇ޟ࿖ኅ࠴ࡖࡦࡇࠝࡦߩޠ⢒ᚑߦ⒖ⴕߒޔᶏᄖߩᄙ࿖
sense that they were once treated as an important part of a national growth strategy
☋ડᬺߪޟ⣁ᓎ┙ߩޠ႐ߦㅌߌࠄࠇᆎߚߣᗵߓߡࠆࠃ߁ߢߔޕ
10 to 15 years ago. Now, however, the focus has shifted toward the development of
“national champions,” to which non-Chinese multinationals are beginning to play
second fiddle.

6. ߘࠇએᄖߩᄙߊߩⷐ࿃ߪหߓᣇะࠍ␜ߔ㧦ޠࠣࡦࠪ࠰ࠕ࠾ޟ

⍮⊛ᚲᮭߩ㗴ߪએ೨߆ࠄࠅ߹ߒߚ߇ޔ߽㊀ⷐߥ ᔨ᧚ᢱߣߥߞߡ
6. Miscellaneous other factors point in the same direction: “nearsourcing.”
߹ߔޕਛ࿖ߩᴪጯㇱᣇ߿ࡉࠫ࡞ߢߪޔᾫ✵ഭ⠪߿ఝࠇߚ⚻༡⠪ߦᡰ
ᛄ߁ࠦࠬ࠻߇☨࿖ߣหߓ߆ߪࠆޔ㜞ߊߥࠆࠤࠬ߇Ⴧ߃ߡ߹ߔޕ
Intellectual property has been and remains a key concern. Skilled labour and
ߦߟߡ߽หߓߎߣߢߦ․ޔਛ࿖ߩᷓㄝߢߘߩะ߇㗼⪺ߢߔޕ
managerial talent have been described as often equally or more expensive in coastal
China and Brazil than in America. We have heard the same about land, particularly in

ຠ⾰▤ℂߪᢙ୯ൻߢ߈ࠆߣᦼᓙߐࠇߡ߹ߒߚ߇ޔታ㓙ߦߪ࿎㔍ߢ⚻ޔ༡㒯
the Shenzhen area.
ߦߣߞߡ㗡∩ߩ⒳ߣߥߞߡߚ߫߆ࠅ߆ࠍࠫࡔ࠳߇࠼ࡦࡉޔฃߌ߆ߨߥ
Quality control was expected to be quantifiable but turned out to be difficult to enforce,
ߣߩ ᔨ߇㜞߹ࠅ߹ߒߚᦨޕㄭ߈ߚࠨࡊࠗ࠴ࠚࡦߩ㓚ኂ߽ޔ⇇ో
which has caused managerial headaches and sparked concerns about brand
߳ߩ↢↥ὐᄢߦ߁ࠬࠢࠍᶋ߈ᓂࠅߦߒ߹ߒߚޕ2011ᐕߛߌࠍขߞ
damage. Recent supply-chain disruptions have also raised the perceived risk of
ߡߡ߽ޔᣣᧄߢ߈ߚᄢ㔡ἴ߿ᵤᵄߢ⥄േゞㇱຠߩଏ⛎ߦᡰ㓚߇↢ߓߚ߶
having production spread across the globe. In 2011 alone, the Japanese earthquake
߆ߩࠗ࠲ޔᄢᵩ᳓ߢߪኅ㔚ຠߩࠨࡊࠗ࠴ࠚࡦ߇ኸᢿߐࠇ߹ߒߚޕ
and tsunami disrupted the auto-parts supply chain, and severe flooding in Thailand
disrupted the consumer electronics supply chain.
ࡀ࡞ࠛࠢ࠻࠶ࠢ㧔GE㧕ߩࠫࠚࡈࠗࡔ࡞࠻ᦨ㜞⚻༡⽿છ⠪

㧔CEO㧕ߪᦨߦࡘࡆࠬࡀࠫࡆ࠼ࡃࡂޔㄭឝタߒߚ⺰ᢥߩਛߢޔ
Jeffrey Immelt, chief executive officer of General Electric Co., summarised these
ኅ㔚ຠߩ↢↥ὐࠍࠤࡦ࠲࠶ࠠᎺ࡞ࠗࡆ࡞ߦࠆᣢሽߩGEᎿ႐ߦᚯߔ
dynamics in a recent article in Harvard Business Review in which he described a
ߣߚߎߣߦߟߡ⸥タߒߘޕߔ߹ߡߣ߹ࠍࠬࠢࡒ࠽ࠗ࠳ߚߒ߁ߎޔ
decision to bring appliance manufacturing back to an existing GE facility in Louisville,
ߩቯߩⵣߦߪߎࠇࠄߩᄙߊ߇ⷐ࿃ߣߒߡߞߚߎߣࠍࠄ߆ߦߒޟޔャㅍ
KY. He mentioned many of these factors as driving the decision. “Shipping and
ࠦࠬ࠻߿ේ᧚ᢱࠦࠬ࠻߇ߒߡߚޔਛ࿖߿ઁၞߢߩ⾓㊄߽ߒߡ
materials costs were rising; wages were increasing in China and elsewhere; and we
ߚ▤ߩࡦࠚ࠴ࠗࡊࠨޕℂ߽ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕᣂ⥝࿖ㅢ⽻ߩ⋧႐߇⁁ᴫࠍ
didn’t have control of the supply chain. The currencies of emerging markets added
ߐࠄߦⶄ㔀ߦߒߚᦨޕᓟߦߩࠪࡦ࠹ࡇࡦࠦࠕࠦޔ㗴߇ߞߚ↥↢ޕ႐
complexity. Finally, core competency was an issue. Complex trade-offs have always
ᚲࠍࠆߢߪ᭽ߥޘ㐳ᚲ߿⍴ᚲߩࡃࡦࠬࠍ⠨ᘦߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆ߇ޔ
been involved in location decisions, but as these trade-offs shifted, around 2008, we
2008ᐕ㗃ߦߘࠇࠄߩࡃࡦࠬ߇ᄌൻߒߪࠣࡦࠪ࠰࠻࠙ࠕޔGEࠕࡊࠗࠕ
came to the conclusion that outsourcing was quickly becoming mostly outdated as a
ࡦࠬ␠ߦߣߞߡᦨ߽ᤨઍㆃࠇߩࡆࠫࡀࠬࡕ࠺࡞ߦᕆㅦߦߥࠅߟߟࠆߣ߁
business model for GE Appliances.”9
⚿⺰ߦ㆐ߒߚޠ9 ߣㅀߴߡ߹ߔޕ
ᛩ⾗ኅߦߣߞߡߩᗧว
What this means for investors
As equity investors, we are keenly aware that investment opportunity frequently
⑳ߚߜߪᩣᑼᛩ⾗ኅߣߒߡޔᛩ⾗ᯏળߪᄌൻߩᤨߦࠇࠆߎߣ߇ᄙߣ߁
occurs in times of change. One of our goals is to rapidly identify areas of potential
ߎߣࠍࠃߊ⼂ߒߡ߹ߔ⋡߇ߜߚ⑳ޕᜰߔߎߣߩ৻ߟߪޔᄌൻ߇߈ࠆน
change and their implications to take advantage of the opportunities they create.
⢻ᕈߩࠆಽ㊁ࠍߜᣧߊኤ⍮ߒࠆߓ↢ߡߞࠃߦࠇߘޔᛩ⾗ᯏળࠍ↢߆ߔߚ
When we identify a potentially significant change, common sense and popular wisdom
ߦߘߩᓇ㗀ࠍតࠆߎߣߢߔߚߒ߁ߘޕᄢ߈ߥᄌൻ߇߈ࠆน⢻ᕈࠍᛠីߒ
often treat it as impossible. Therefore, when we began discussing this topic, instead of
ߚߣ߈ߦޔᏱ⼂߿৻⥸⊛ᔨߦᾖࠄߒߡߒ߹߁ߣߚߒ߁ߘޔᄌൻߩน⢻ᕈߦ
taking a strong view before enough information was available to permit certainty, we
ၮߠߊᛩ⾗߇ਇน⢻ߦߥࠆ႐ว߇ᄙ߽ߩߢߔ࠻ߩߎߪߜߚ⑳ޔߚߩߘޕ
asked ourselves (1) What do we expect to see if that change happens? and (2) If it
ࡇ࠶ࠢߦ㑐ߔࠆ⼏⺰ࠍᆎࠆߣ߈ߦߪ⏕ޔታߥ್ᢿ߇ߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߥචಽߥᖱ
does occur, what will be the best investment opportunities?
ႎ߇ᓧࠄࠇࠆ೨ߦߪߞ߈ࠅߒߚ⸃ࠍᜬߟߎߣࠍㆱߌߩߘޔઍࠊࠅߦޔ
㧔1㧕ߘ߁ߒߚᄌൻ߇߈ߚ႐วߦߪߤ߁ߥࠆߎߣࠍᦼᓙߔࠆ߆?
㧔2㧕ߘࠇ
When we began asking ourselves those questions in relation to a US manufacturing
߇߈ߚ႐วޔ߇ᦨ߽ఝࠇߚᛩ⾗ᯏળߦߥࠆߩ߆?
ߣ߁⾰ࠍ⠨߃ࠆߎ
renaissance, our goal was to find stocks that would be worth significantly more if the
ߣߦߒߡ߹ߔޕ
7
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☨࿖ߩㅧᬺ࡞ࡀࠨࡦࠬߦ㑐ߒߡߘߩࠃ߁ߥⷞὐߢ⠨߃ᆎߚ⋡⊛ߪޔ
ቯ߇ታߦߥߞߚ႐วߦଔ୯߇⪺ߒߊჇᄢߔࠆߣหᤨߦޔታߒߥ߆ߞߚ
hypothesis
played out, yet had little downside if it did not. We believe that such
႐วߢ߽ਅ୯ࠬࠢ߇ዋߥ㌏ᨩࠍߟߌߔߎߣߦࠅ߹ߔߦ⊛⥸৻ޕ
risk/reward
profiles are generally only available when evidence is still sparse, are
⸒ߞߡ․ࡦ࠲ࠢࠬߚߒ߁ߘޔᕈ߇ᚻߦࠆߩߪޔቯ߇ታߦߥ
willing
to be early in such cases, and therefore initiated some positions prior to seeing
ࠆߎߣࠍⵣઃߌࠆ⸽ߒ߇ዋߥ႐วߦ㒢ࠄࠇ߹ߔߪߜߚ⑳ޕᣧ߁ߜߦⴕ
േߔߴ߈ߣ⠨߃ߡࠆߚޔ⏕ߥ⸽ߒ߇ࠇࠆ೨ߩᣧᲑ㓏ߢࠆ⒟ᐲ
substantial
evidence confirming our hypothesis. We do now see evidence of our
ߩࡐ࡚ࠫࠪࡦࠍ᭴▽ߒ߹ߒߚ☨ޕ࿖ߩㅧᬺߦߟߡߪ↢↥ᵴേ߿㓹↪߇
hypothesis
in an increase in US manufacturing activity and employment. Yet, despite
ะߊߣ߁ቯࠍⵣઃߌࠆ⸽ߒ߇ࠇߡ߹ߔ߇ޔㅧᬺ࡞ࡀࠨࡦࠬߦ
the
proliferation of discussion about a US manufacturing renaissance, scepticism
㑐ߔࠆ⼏⺰߇ᵴ⊒ൻߒߡࠆߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄߕޔଐὼߣߒߡߘࠇߦᙬ⇼⊛ߥ
remains
pervasive and we believe the investment opportunities remain
ᣇ߽ᒝߊޔᛩ⾗ᯏળߦߟߡߪߥ߅⺋⸃ߐࠇߡࠆߣᕁࠊࠇ߹ߔޕ
misunderstood.
ᄌൻ߇߈ߟߟࠆߎߣࠍⵣઃߌࠆళߒ
Signs we see that confirm this change is presently occurring:
⑳ߚߜߪߎߩ࠻ࡇ࠶ࠢߦ㑐ߔࠆ⼏⺰ࠍᆎࠆ೨ߦ☨ޔ࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆᣂᎿ႐ߩᑪ
When we began discussing this topic, we started to look for announcements about
⸳߿Ꮏ႐ᒛߦߟߡߩ⊒ࠍតߒᆎ߹ߒߚߩߜߚ⑳ޔߪࠄࠇߘޕቯ߇
new plants or plant expansions in the US, as that would signal that our hypothesis
ታൻߒߡࠆߎߣࠍ␜ߔ⸽ߒߣߥࠆߚߢߔ⚿ߩߘޕᨐⵣࠍࠇߘޔઃߌࠆ
was playing out. Anecdotally, we are seeing many headlines to support this.
ᄙߊߩ߇㓸߹ࠅ߹ߒߚޕ
x In auto, machinery and tire production, Nissan Motor Co., BMW AG, Maserati SpA,
⥄േゞޔᯏ᪾ࡗࠗ࠲ޔᬺ⇇ߢߪޔᣣ↥⥄േゞޔBMWޔࠖ࠹ࡑޔ⥄
Kia Motors Corp., Caterpillar Inc., Michelin and Continental Tire have all
േゞ߽ࠇߕޔ߇ࡗࠗ࠲࡞࠲ࡦࡀ࠴ࡦࠦޔࡦࡘࠪࡒޔࡇ࠲ࡖࠠޔᎿ႐
announced plant investments.
߳ߩᛩ⾗ࠍ⊒ߒߚޕ
x In Ohio, a series of investments are being made in steel production to support the

ࠝࡂࠗࠝᎺߢߪࠬࠟ࡞ࠚࠪޔᬺ⇇ࠍᡰេߔࠆߚ㋕㍑↢↥ಽ㊁߳ߩᛩ⾗߇
shale gas industry, involving US Steel Corp., Vallourec & Mannesmann and
ⴕࠊࠇߡ߅ࠅޔUSࠬ࠴࡞ࡓࠖ࠹ޔࡦࡑࠬࡀࡦࡑ࠼ࡦࠕࠢ࠶࡞ࠔࡧޔ
Timken Co.
ࠤࡦ߇ߘࠇߦ㑐ਈߒߡࠆޕ
x Chemicals expansions are occurring across the country due to competitively low

input prices. Expansions or new plants have been announced by Dow Chemical
ൻቇᬺ⇇ߢߪᛩࠦࠬ࠻߇ૐ᳓Ḱߦࠆߚ☨ޔ࿖ోߢᬺᒛߩേ߈߇
Co., Chevron Phillips Chemical Co., Sasol Ltd., Methanex Corp., TPC Group and
߈ߡࠆ࠰ࠨޔ࡞ࠞࡒࠤࠬࡊ࠶ࠖࡈࡦࡠࡉࠚࠪޔ࡞ࠞࡒࠤ࠙࠳ޕ
Shell.
࡞ޔࠬࠢ࠶ࡀ࠲ࡔޔTPCࠣ࡞ࡊޔ߇࡞ࠚࠪޔᬺᒛࠆߪᣂᎿ႐ߩᑪ⸳
ࠍ⊒ߒߚޕ
x GlobalFoundries Inc. is building a semiconductor manufacturing facility in Malta,
N.Y.

ࠣࡠࡃ࡞ࡈࠔ࠙ࡦ࠼࠭␠߇࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޔᎺࡑ࡞࠲ߦඨዉ↢↥Ꮏ
x Watts Water Technologies Inc., a manufacturer of plumbing components, is
႐ࠍᑪ⸳ߒߡࠆޕ
expanding a New Hampshire plant to bring production back from China.

㈩▤ㇱຠࡔࠞߩࡢ࠶࠷࠙ࠜ࠲࠹ࠢࡁࡠࠫ࠭␠߇↥↢ޔὐࠍ
x Furniture makers are even shifting production back to the US, citing high transport
ਛ࿖߆ࠄ☨࿖ߦᚯߔߚ࠾ࡘࡂࡦࡊࠪࡖᎺߩᎿ႐ࠍᒛߒߡࠆޕ
costs.
In February 2012, US manufacturing payroll employment grew 3.8% on a rolling twoኅౕࡔ߽ࠞャㅍࠦࠬ࠻ߩࠍℂ↱ߦ↥↢ޔὐࠍ☨࿖ߦᚯߒߟߟ
year basis, more rapidly than payroll employment ex-manufacturing, which grew only
ࠆޕ
2.5%. This is the first time since the 1980s that manufacturing employment has grown
☨࿖ߩㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߩ㓹↪⠪ᢙߪ2012ᐕ2ߦ2ᐕ⒖േᐔဋࡌࠬߢ3.8%Ⴧ
faster than non-manufacturing. We believe that this is due to many of the dynamics
ടߒޔ2.5%Ⴧߦߣߤ߹ߞߚ㕖ㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߩ㓹↪ࠍᄢߦ࿁ࠆિ߮ࠍ␜
outlined above. According to Deloitte10 , there are 600,000 jobs that cannot be filled
ߒ߹ߒߚޕㅧᬺߩ㓹↪߇㕖ㅧᬺࠍ࿁ࠆિ߮ࠍㆀߍߚߩߪޔ1980ᐕઍએ
because American workers lacked the appropriate skills. As this environment
᧪ೋߡߩߎߣߢߔޕᑷ␠ߪߘߩℂ↱ߦߟߡޔ೨ㅀߒߚᄙߊߩ࠳ࠗ࠽ࡒࠢࠬ
changes, the growth rate of manufacturing jobs could accelerate
further.
߇ⷐ࿃ߦߥߞߚߣ⠨߃ߡ߹ߔߣࠆࠃߦ࠻ࠗࡠ࠺ޕ10☨ޔ࿖ߩഭ⠪߇ㆡಾߥ
ࠬࠠ࡞ࠍᜬߞߡߥߚၒలߢ߈ߕߕߦࠆⓨ߈ࡐࠬ࠻߇60ਁੱಽࠆ
Some investment opportunities created by this change in the US
ߣ߁ߎߣߢߔߚߒ߁ߎޕⅣႺ߇ᄌൻߔࠇ߫ޔㅧᬺߩ㓹↪ߪિ߮߇৻Ბߣട
economic
environment:
ㅦߔࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Given that the decade of the 2000s was one of rapid automating and offshoring of
☨࿖ߢ߈ߡࠆߎ߁ߒߚᄌൻ߇߽ߚࠄߔᛩ⾗ᯏળ
labour-intensive US manufacturing activity, driving the destruction of six million
American manufacturing jobs, what does a change in this trend signify?
2000ᐕઍೋߩ10ᐕ㑆ߦഭ㓸⚂ᐲߩ㜞☨࿖ߩㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߢࠝ࠻

ࡔ࡚ࠪࡦ߿ࠝࡈ࡚ࠪࠕࡦࠣ߇ᕆᄢߒޔ600ਁੱߩ㓹↪߇ᄬࠊࠇߚߎߣࠍ
US and non-US companies are likely to open manufacturing facilities in the US,
⠨߃ࠇ߫ᦨޔㄭߩ࠻ࡦ࠼ߩᄌൻߪࠍᗧߔࠆߩߢߒࠂ߁߆?
driving manufacturing job growth, which is particularly positive for the American labour
force due to the employment multiplier associated with manufacturing activity.11 For
☨࿖߿ᶏᄖߩડᬺߪ☨࿖ߦ↢↥ὐࠍ㐿⸳ߒޔㅧᬺߩ㓹↪ࠍߒߍߡ߹
every manufacturing job created, one to two jobs are created in other industries.
11☨ߦ․ߪࠇߘޔ࿖ߩ
ߔޕㅧᬺߩᵴേߪ㓹↪ࠍᄢߔࠆਸ਼ᢙലᨐ߇ࠆߚ
According to a supply-and-demand framework for labour, job creation
should allow for
㓹↪ߦߣߞߡᅢ߹ߒⷐ࿃ߣߥࠅ߹ߔޕㅧᬺߩ㓹↪߇1ੱჇ߃ࠆߚ߮ߦઁޔ
better wage growth than recently experienced.

ߩಽ㊁ߦ߅ߌࠆ㓹↪߇1-2ੱჇടߒ߹ߔޕ㓹↪ߩ㔛⛎㑐ଥߦၮߠߌ߫ޔ㓹↪ഃ
ߦᒢߺ߇ߟߌ߫⾓㊄߽ᦨㄭߩિ߮ࠍ࿁ࠆࡍࠬߢჇടߔࠆㄟߺߢߔޕ
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ߎߩ࠻ࡇ࠶ࠢߦ㑐ߔࠆ⼏⺰߇ᐢ߇ࠆߩߦޔᄙߊߩᛩ⾗ኅ߆ࠄߒ߁ߎޔ
ߚᄌൻߪ☨࿖ߦὐࠍ⟎ߊㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߩᄙ࿖☋ડᬺߦߣߞߡㅊ㘑ߦ
As this topic has become more frequently discussed, we’ve heard many investors
ߥࠆߣߩჿ߇⡞߆ࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦߥࠅ߹ߒߚߩࠄࠇߘޔߪߜߚ⑳ߒ߆ߒޕડᬺ
indicating that these changes will be good news for US-based multinational
ߪㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߩ࠻ࡦ࠼߆ࠄᕲᕺࠍฃߌߡ߈ߚߣ⠨߃߹ߔޕᓐࠄߪ⇇ߩ
manufacturing companies. However, we believe those companies have benefited from
ਛ߆ࠄᦨ߽ߥ႐ᚲߦ↢↥ὐࠍ⸳ߌߡ߈ߚߚ☨ޔ࿖ߩ┹ജ߇㜞
the trends of the past decade. They have built globally optimised manufacturing
߹ߞߚ႐วߩߢ߹ࠇߘޔᚢ⇛ߪㅊ㘑ߦߥࠆߤߎࠈ߆ㅒ㘑ߦᄌࠊࠆน⢻ᕈ
footprints: If the US becomes more competitive, those footprints may become a
߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ2012ᐕߪ☨ޔ࿖ߦὐࠍ⟎ߊᄢඨߩᄙ࿖☋ડᬺ߇ޔㆊᦨᄢ
hindrance to profitability rather than a tailwind. In 2012, most US-based multinationals
ߦ㆐ߒߚ⋉₸ࠍ⢛᥊ߦㆊᦨ㜞ߩ⋉ࠍߍߡ߹ߔޔ߿ࡈࠝࡦࡇࠬޕ
are earning as much as they have ever earned before, on higher profit margins than
㊄Ⲣࠆߪ࿖㒐ࠢ࠲ߦኻߔࠆㆊᐲߩࠛࠢࠬࡐࠫࡖߦࠃߞߡ․ᱶ
ever before. Excluding a few companies that are not representative due to spin-offs or
ߥ⁁ᴫߦࠆᢙዋߥડᬺࠍߦߔࠇ߫ᤨޔଔ✚㗵ࡌࠬߢ10ߩ☨
excessive exposure to finance or defence, the top 10 US-based manufacturers by
ㅧᬺડᬺߢߪޔ2012ᐕߩ༡ᬺ⋉߇ㆊ10ᐕ㑆ߩᦨ㜞⋉ࠍᐔဋ10%࿁
12ޕᓐࠄߪ☨࿖ߩㅧᬺߣ⿷ਗߺࠍߘࠈ߃ߡૐㅅ
market capitalisation are expected
to earn operating profits in 2012 that are 10%
ࠆ᳓Ḱߦ㆐ߔࠆㄟߺߢߔ
12
higher
on
average
than
their
highest
ߒߡࠆડᬺߢߪࠅ߹ߖࠎ ޕprofit over the past decade. These are not
companies
that are struggling alongside US manufacturing.
ㅧᬺߩ㓹↪߇߽ߚࠄߔᒝജߥਸ਼ᢙലᨐࠍ⠨߃ࠇ߫ޔਛዊⷙᮨߩડᬺ☨ޔ
࿖ߦὶὐࠍᒰߡߚㇱຠࠨࡊࠗࡗߩ࠲ࠢઁޔડᬺߥߤ߇☨ޔ࿖ߩ
Our
perspective is that due to the strong multiplier effect of manufacturing jobs, the
ㅧᬺ࡞ࡀࠨࡦࠬߦࠃࠆᕲᕺࠍฃߌࠆߣᕁࠊࠇ߹ߔߚߒ߁ߘޕડᬺߣߒߡ
beneficiaries
of a US manufacturing renaissance will be found in small and mid-size,
ߪ☨ޔ࿖ߩㇱຠࠨࡊࠗࡗޔㆇャળ␠ޔේ᧚ᢱࡔࠞޔዊᄁᬺ⠪ޔ㌁
US-focused industrial suppliers and in other sectors of the economy. These include
ⴕߥߤ߇ߍࠄࠇ߹ߔޕㅪ㇌ᐭ߿ᣇᐭߩ੍▚ߦ߽ᕲᕺ߇߱น⢻ᕈ
US-based
component suppliers, transportation companies, raw material producers,
߇ࠅ߹ߔࡦࠟࠪࡒޔ߫߃ޕᎺߪㆊ10ᐕߦᷰࠅ߇⪭ߜㄟࠎߢ߹
retailers
and banks. Potential beneficiaries even include state and local government
ߒߚ߇ᦨޔㄭߪ੍ᦼߖߧჇࠍฃߌ⽷ޔᡰ߇੍ᗐᄖߦ߽5ం࠼࡞ߩ
budgets:
Michigan recently announced a surprise US$500 million budget surplus due
13ޕ
㤥ሼߦߥߞߚߣ⊒ߒ߹ߒߚ
to unanticipated revenue growth, after
a decade of decline.13
ẜ⊛ߥൎ⠪
Potential winners
☨࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆㅧᬺ↢↥㜞ߩᄢߪหࠢ࠲ߩᏒ႐ⷙᮨࠍߒߍޔ༡ᬺ
Growth
in manufacturing production in the US could increase the size of industrial
ࡃ࠶ࠫ߇ะߊน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔߡߞߣߦࡗࠗࡊࠨޔ߫ࠇߥ߁ߘޕ
markets,
which could lead to positive operating leverage and therefore improved
⋉ᕈ߿⾗ᧄ࠲ࡦߩᡷༀߦߟߥ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕൎ⠪ߣߥࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆડᬺ
profitability
and returns on capital for suppliers. Potential winners include small and
ߣߒߡߪޔㅧᬺߦㇱຠࠍଏ⛎ߒߡࠆ☨࿖ߩਛዊⷙᮨߩࠨࡊࠗࡗޔ
mid-size
US-based suppliers to manufacturing, US-focused industrial distributors and
ᬺࠍ☨࿖ߦ㓸ਛߐߖߡࠆ‛ᵹᬺ⠪߮ࠝ࠻ࡔ࡚ࠪࡦડᬺߥߤ߇ߍࠄ
US-focused
ࠇ߹ߔ ޕautomation companies.
ർ☨ߢߩ↢↥ᵴേ߇ᄢߔࠇ߫ޔ࿖ో߆ࠄㇱຠࠍ⺞㆐ߔࠆߚ࿖ౝߦ߅ߌ
Manufacturing
activity that occurs within North America could drive growth in US
ࠆ‛ᵹ߇ᵴ⊒ൻߒ☨ޔ࿖ߩ⽻‛ャㅍ㊂ߩિ߮ࠍߒߍࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹
freight
volumes, because such activity tends to involve more intra-national movements
ߔޔߪࠇߘޕャࠃࠅ߽㒽ャㅍࠍᚻដߌࠆ࠻࠶ࠢャㅍળ␠߿ޔේ᧚ᢱߩ
as
components are transported around the country. This could benefit trucking
ㆇ៝߿㐳〒㔌ャㅍߦ↪ߐࠇࠆ㋕ળ␠ߩࠄࠇߘޔᬺ⇇ߦ‛ຠࠍ⚊ߔࠆࠨ
companies
that move more onshore freight than imports, railroads that move raw
ࡊࠗࡗߦᕲᕺࠍਈ߃ࠆㄟߺߢߔޕ
materials
and long-haul shipments, and suppliers to those industries.
ᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰߩਅ⪭ߪ☨ޔ࿖ߩൻቇળ␠߿ᄤὼࠟࠬ↢↥ળ␠㧔ᶧൻᄤὼࠟࠬ
Lower natural gas prices could improve profitability and returns on capital of US
㧔LNG㧕ࠆߪャㅍΆᢱߣߒߡ⍹ᴤߩઍࠊࠅߦᄤὼࠟࠬࠍ↪ߔࠆߎߣࠍ
chemical companies, US natural gas producers (provided they can capture some of
ㅢߓޔ⇇⊛ߥଔᩰߦࠃࠆᕲᕺࠍฃߌࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ႐ว㧕ޔᣂߚߥᄤὼ
the higher global prices through liquified natural gas (LNG) or use of natural gas to
ࠟࠬᎿ႐߿⊒㔚ᚲࠍㅢߓߡⷙଔᩰߢࠆ㔚ജࠍଏ⛎ߔࠆߎߣߢ⋉ࠍᓧࠆߎ
displace oil as a transportation fuel), regulated electric utilities that may be able to
ߣߩߢ߈ࠆⷙኻ⽎ߩ㔚ജળ␠ޔല₸ᕈߩ㜞ᄤὼࠟࠬࠍΆᢱߣߒߡ⊒㔚ߒߡ
earn regulated returns on new natural gas electricity plants, and unregulated electric
ࠆⷙኻ⽎ᄖߩ㔚ജળ␠ߦߣߞߡޔ⋉ᕈ߿⾗ᧄ࠲ࡦߩᡷༀߦߟߥ߇ࠆ
utilities that generate electricity with highly efficient natural-gas-powered plants.
น⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
The
benefits of more US manufacturing production, higher manufacturing employment
☨࿖ߩㅧᬺߦࠃࠆ↢↥ᄢޔㅧᬺࠢ࠲ߩ㓹↪ᄢޔᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰਅ⪭
and
lower natural gas prices are likely to be found in pockets of regional strength. This
߇߽ߚࠄߔᕲᕺߪޔၞ⚻ᷣߩ৻ㇱߦᤋߐࠇࠆㄟߺߢߔޔߪࠇߘޕᄁჇ
could
create opportunity for small regional retailers, which may see higher sales and
߿⋉ᕈߩᡷༀ߇ᦼᓙߢ߈ࠆᣇߩዊⷙᮨߥዊᄁᬺ⠪߿៊ޔᄬߩᷫዋ߿Ⲣ⾗
ᄢ߇ㄟ߹ࠇࠆᣇ㌁ⴕޔᑪ⸳ᵴേߩᄢߦࠃࠆᕲᕺ߇ᦼᓙߐࠇࠆᑪ⸳ળ␠ޔ
improved
profitability; regional banks, which may see lower losses and better loan
㔛ⷐߩિ߮߇ടㅦߔࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆ㔚ജળ␠߿ઁߩ⋉ࠢ࠲ડᬺߦኻߒޔ
growth;
construction companies, which may benefit from increased construction
⋉ᯏળࠍ߽ߚࠄߔน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
activity;
and electric and other utilities, which may see accelerated demand growth.
ẜ⊛ߥᢌ⠪
Potential
losers
Some transport companies have gained reputations as benefiting from “secular
৻ㇱߩㆇャડᬺߪޟቯ⊛ߥᚑ㐳ࠆࠃߦޠᕲᕺࠍฃߌࠆߣ⹏ଔߐࠇߡ߈߹ߒ
growth,” which might decelerate if demand growth shifts from international shipments
ߚ߇ޔ㔛ⷐ߇࿖㓙ㆇャ߆ࠄ࿖ౝㆇャߦࠪࡈ࠻ߔࠇ߫ߚߒ߁ߘޔᕲᕺߪ⭯ࠇߡ
to intra-national. Examples include container shipping lines, freight forwarders and
ߊน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔߩߘޕᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆડᬺߪࠦࡦ࠹࠽⦁ㆇ
potentially intermodal carriers.

⥶ળ␠߿⽻‛ャㅍળ␠ߢ⽾৻ޔャㅍࠍᚻដߌࠆㆇャળ␠ߦ߽ᓇ㗀߇߱น⢻
ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
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ᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰߦ⿷ਗߺࠍߘࠈ߃ߡຠߩ⽼ᄁଔᩰ߇ૐਅߒߡࠆ৻ᣇߢޔᛩ
ࠦࠬ࠻߇ਅ߇ߞߡߥડᬺߪᦨޔㄭߩᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰਅ⪭ߢᛂ᠄ࠍฃߌࠆ
น⢻ᕈ߇ᦨ߽㜞ߣᕁࠊࠇ߹ߔߚߒ߁ߘޕડᬺߣߒߡߪޔ㕖ല₸ߥ⊒㔚ᚲ
Businesses for which selling prices decline along with natural gas but input costs do
ࠆߪ⍹ࠍΆᢱߣߔࠆἫജ⊒㔚ᚲࠍߒߡࠆⷙኻ⽎ᄖߩ㔚ജળ␠
not are the most likely to be harmed by recent decline in natural gas prices. Examples
߿߇࠻ࠬࠦޔ㜞⍹↢↥ળ␠㧔ᄤὼࠟࠬଔᩰߩਅ⪭ࠍᤋߒޔ⍹ଔᩰ߽
include unregulated utilities that own inefficient or coal-burning plants and high-cost
ਅ⪭߇⛯ߊㄟߺ㧕߇ߍࠄࠇ߹ߔޕ⍹ㆇ៝ゞࡔࠞߥߤߘࠇࠄߩᬺ⇇
coal producers (coal prices may continue declining to reflect lower natural gas prices).
ߦ‛ຠࠍ⚊ߒߡࠆࠨࡊࠗࡗ߽߇࠼ࡦ࠻ߚߒ߁ߘޔㅒ㘑ߣߥࠅߘ߁
Suppliers to these industries, such as manufacturers of coal railcars, may also be
ߢߔޕ
harmed by these trends.
☨࿖ߩㅧᬺ࡞ࡀࠨࡦࠬ߇ᄬㅦߔࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠆℂ↱
᧪ߪਇㅘߢࠅ☨ޔ࿖ߩഭ⠪ߩ⋧ኻ⊛ߥ┙႐ࠍᡷༀߐߖࠆㅧᬺ࡞
Reasons a US manufacturing renaissance might stall
ࡀࠨࡦࠬ߇߈ࠆߣ߁ᣇߪޔଐὼߣߒߡߨ⺑ߦㆊ߉߹ߖࠎޕ
The future is uncertain, and the idea of a US manufacturing renaissance that improves
↢߹ࠇߟߟࠆ࠳ࠗ࠽ࡒࠢࠬ߇⪺ߒߊォߔࠆߎߣ߇ࠇ߫࠻ߩࠄࠇߘޔ
the relative position of labour in the US economy is still mostly just a hypothesis. Any
ࡦ࠼߽ㅒ࿁ォߔࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔߩ࡞ࡊ࠶ࠕޔ߫ࠇߥ߁ߘޕࠬ
substantial reversion of the dynamics we have identified could cause these trends to
࠹ࠖࡉ࡚ࠫࡉ࠭೨CEO߇ࠝࡃࡑᄢ⛔㗔ߦኻߒߡ⸒ߞߚߣࠊࠇࠆ☨ޟ
14ߣ߁⸒⪲߇ᱜߒ߆ߞߚߎߣߦߥࠅ߹ߔޕ
revert, in which case the late Apple
Inc. CEO, Steve Jobs, will have been correct
࿖ߦ㓹↪ߪᚯߞߡߎߥޠ
when he reportedly told President Barack Obama, “Those jobs aren’t coming back.”14

એ೨߆ࠄὑᦧ⋧႐ߩࡏ࠹ࠖ࠹ࠖ߇㜞ߎߣ߿ޔ᰷Ꮊߩ࠰ࡉࡦௌോෂ
We believe the most likely factor to revert would be the euro-dollar exchange rate, due
ᯏ߇⛯ߡࠆߎߣࠍ⠨߃ࠇ߫ࠍ࠼ࡦ࠻ߩߎޔォߐߖ߆ߨߥᦨ߽ᄢ
to the typical volatility of exchange rates and the ongoing sovereign-debt crisis in
߈ߥⷐ࿃ߪ⋧࡞࠼ࡠ࡙ޔ႐ߛߣᕁࠊࠇ߹ߔ☨ޕ࿖ߣઁ࿖ߩᄤὼࠟࠬଔ
Europe. Anything that reduces the price differential of natural gas between the US and
ᩰᩰᏅ❗ዊߦߟߥ߇ࠆⷐ࿃߽☨߇ࠇߘޔ࿖ౝߩଔᩰઁߪࠆޔ࿖ߦ
the rest of the world is a significant risk, whether it comes from higher US prices or
߅ߌࠆଔᩰਅ⪭ߩߤߜࠄࠍㅢߓߡ߈ࠆߦߖࠃ߹ࠅߥߣࠢࠬߒ⪺ޔ
lower prices abroad. Lastly, there are strong manufacturing clusters outside the US í
ߔᦨޕᓟߦᜰ៰ߔߴ߈ὐߪޔኅ㔚ຠߥߤߩಽ㊁ߢ☨ޔ࿖ᄖߦ߽ᒝജߥ↢
for example, in consumer electronics í that could keep some goods manufactured
↥ὐߩ㓸Ⓧ߇ࠆߎߣߢߔ৻ߪࠇߘޕㇱߩࡔࠞ߇ߒ߫ࠄߊᶏᄖߩ
abroad for years to come.
↢↥ὐࠍ⛽ᜬߒࠃ߁ߣߔࠆേᯏߣߥࠆߢߒࠂ߁ޕ
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